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ABSTRACT

Spontaneous violation of super-gauge symmetries is considered.

One consequence must be the emergence of a particle with spin ^ and

mass zero.
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1) 2)
In two recent papers Wess and Zumino have generalized the super-gauge

symmetry of dual model theory to apply to fields in U-dimensional space-time.

The most unusual feature of super-gauge symmetries is that they combine fermions

with bosons in the same multiplet. This means that some of the conserved currents

which generate these symmetries must be fermionic. With respect to the Lorentz

group,these currents, Jua , will transform like the product of a vector and a

Dirac spinor. Their components are a mixture of spins 1/2 and 3/2.

3)The unitary irreducible representations of the super-gauge symmetry are

characterized by three quantum numbers: the mass M , "spin" 4 , and parity

If M is non-vanishing, then the (spin)parity content is (4 - \ ) n , / i n ,
— O n

-in

and (4- + l)^ . If M = 0 .then the helicity content is <f , f + \ and
6 ' d o

The purpose of this note is to consider what happens if the vacuum is

degenerate, i.e. not a super-gauge singlet. It is natural to expect, on the one

hand;a lifting of the mass degeneracy in the previously irreducible multiplets

and,on the other, a Goldstone phenomenon. In fact, the immediate implication

would "be that the system must, contain a zero-mass fermion of spin 1/2 because of

the following general argument. The action of an infinitesimal super-gauge trans-

formation, e , on the Dirac spinor field, i|» , is expressed formally by

Of particular relevance is the vacuum expectation value of this equation,which

can be expressed in the form

> -6u(x)<6^{0)) . (2)

This equation is equivalent to (l)- if the vacuum is translation invariant and if

the current is local and conserved. Now, if the vacuum is not super-gauge invariant,

then ^tySy will not vanish; instead it will have the form

(3)

h)
where C o denotes the charge conjugation matrix. The non-vanishing coefficient

ctp

\F/> which appears here is to be interpreted as the vacuum expectation value of

some scalar field to which ty is related by super-gauge transformations. Thus

we have the Ward identity,

* V x ) V0)> = Ca
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Define the momentum-space transform of this amplitude and resolve it into

invariant components,

ta e i k X < T * J (x) t

It follows from (1+) that the invariant components are constrained by the equations

A . (k2) = i<F>
1 X / (6)

Mp(k ) + k M (k ) = 0

The second of these equations serves only to eliminate M.% from the decomposition

(5). The first equation gives the explicit form of NL (k*) , viz. a simple

zero-mass pole with residue i^F^ . This indicates that the intermediate states

which contribute to M fi must include a massless particle of spin 1/2: a

Goldstone fermion.

The notion of a Goldstone fermion is highly attractive since it might

provide a fundamental theory of the neutrino. We have tested the idea in the

context of a simple Lagrangian model but have, however, come upon a dilemma, at

least so far as the tree approximation goes. The model we consider is that of

Wess and Zumino,which employs a multiplet of eight real components: two scalara,

A , F , two pseudoscalars, B , G ; and a Majorana spinor, ip . They transform

according to

6A = etp

(SB = cy \p

6F - - ~ lU

The• Lagrangian (which is invariant up to a ^-divergence) is given by
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where

I = 2m(AF + BG -
m (9)

= g (A^ - B^)F + 2ABG - \J>(A -

The conserved Noether current is given by (suppressing the Dirac index):

+ 77 g(A + By ) Y ̂  - x Xy Yr1^
2 5 u 2 u 5 (l0)

The algebraic variables F and G are redundant. They can be eliminated by
*)

using the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations

0 = UF + 2mA + g(A2 - B2) + X
(11)

0 - kG + 2mB + 2gAB

•When t h i s i s done the Lagrangian assumes the form

A) + 3(3 B) + lli(i? - m)ii>- ©p(A - BYc) ty - V(A,B) ,

(12)

where the potential V is given by

v . £ L + ^ f + Sf-B2
 + £ (A2 . B2) + S£A(A2 + B2) + ^ [A2

 +2 [ 2 m j 2 4 ' 2 ' o l

(13)
One can now proceed in the standard fashion to find the extrema of V ,

The ground states selected in this way must then be tested for stability by com-

puting the particle masses.

There are three solutions. We list the values of <\Â > , <(B)> , "
y 2 2

and \ G / as well as m. , ml and m, .

*) These equations may be ussd to eliminate F and G from the transformation

laws (T) which then become non-linear. In other words, the Lagrangian (12) is

invariant (up to a ̂ -divergence) under a non-linear realization of the super-

gauge symmetry. ; i



'I m.

II

III,

-m/g

-m/g m

gX-m

1 , , 2x
2 (gX-m )

gX-m

1, . 2K
jtgX-m )

m -gX

The only stable solutions are I+ (for m < gX) and III+ (for
2 — —

m > gX) . Both of these are symmetry preserving, i.e. ^F^ = 0 . The Goldstone

solution II is unstable since either A or B is a tachyon. We therefore con-

elude that the Lagrangian (8) cannot support a vacuum asynnnetry, at least in the

tree approximation here considered.

There are two possible escapes from this dilemma. One, we may need to go
5) **)beyond the tree approximation V.j -or-alternatively, that we.have chosen the

•wrong super-gauge multiplet (and the wrong Lagrangian) to implement the notion

of Goldstone fermions. The particle may in fact belong not to the multiplet with

= 0 , but to either of the' multiplets,. vjLth. ̂  = \ and j- = 1 .

*) The two solutions denoted I and I are equivalent. One can be brought

into the other by a field redefinition. Likewise for III and III . The

solution I does not violate parity but rather imposes a redefinition of the
2

parity operator. For the special value of X given by X = m /g , note,

however, the existence of the degenerate solution <\Â > r" 0 > "but

^B^ = "\F^ = *\G*y = m - HL = ns = 0 .

It is well known that in order to generate Goldstone soLutions in .a tree

approximation, one must arrange the sequence of signs in the potential in a

favourable manner. In the case considered in the text, the super-gauge symmetry

has already fixed all the signs for us.
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